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Key Selling Points
Inspiring contemporary crochet animal projects with unique designs
Easy-to-follow patterns with progression markers for those looking to advance their crochet skills
Features animal festive baubles and other imaginative projects.

Description
This book takes a fresh look at the age-old art of crochet, introducing you to new ways of creating your own unique animals and patterns. Gone
are the days of creating placemats, doilies, and tea cosies. Aimed at the intermediate crocheter, this book is ideal for those looking to increase
their creative output through the use of interesting colour and design.

Discover ten easy-to-follow bespoke patterns, starting with a cute racoon and progressing to the more advanced sloth. Each animal created
teaches a new technique, from establishing a simple ball through to more elaborate designs. Annotated throughout with pictures, and packed
with top tips, there are links to videos of each stage. Easy to adapt, these designs will give hints about new aesthetics for seasonal versions as well
as more interesting use of colours to create new and exciting pieces.

About the Author
Having moved to England in 2006 to seek a new creative community, Karolina Knapek now resides in East London, UK, where she has found a
vibrant hub of inspiration powered by resourcefulness and talent. From octopuses to sloths, hippos to cacti, she hopes to inspire others to design
crochet patterns from scratch.
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